CASE STUDY
Business Update and Awards
Ceremony

OBJECTIVE
Venues and Events International has
managed the conference requirements MAN
Truck & BUS UK Sales Conferences and
Dealership Conferences for more than five
years. Due to the pandemic, the format for
2021 changed to a virtual live broadcast
event combining a business update and
awards ceremony into one. The objective of
the event was to communicate the business
performance of the company for all
employees and to announce the winners of
the 2020 Deal of the Year and Star
Performance Awards.
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Business Update and Award Ceremony

300+ delegates

Virtual Studio - MAN Head Office, Swindon

Our
Solutions

COLLABORATING
WITH THE BEST

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Venues and Events International was responsible
for the overall project management, including the
management and communication between all
suppliers, budgets, logistics and onsite risk
assessments.

To deliver this high-profile virtual event we
collaborated with Insight Presentation
Systems for the production and set-up the
virtual studio and providing the streaming
service. Larsen Walsh provided content
delivery including theme, video production,
design and presenter coaching and liaison .

LIVE PRESENTING
POST EVENT
FOLLOW-UP
All delegates were asked to
complete a post-event survey
which evaluated the different
areas of the event and for their
feedback on the virtual concept
and how this compared to a live
event experience.

The virtual studio based in the
Training Centre at the MAN
Truck & Bus UK Swindon Head
Office. Six business leaders
presented their updates live
from the studio with a further
pre-recorded update that was
streamed live.

COVID-SECURE
DELEGATE
MANAGEMENT
We created a delegate registration
website that provided details of
the event, including the full
agenda, and the opportunity to
register their place at the event

Despite being a virtual event, we
were conscious of safety of the
live presenters and production
team and therefore carried out
daily rapid flow Covid testing for
anyone onsite and ensured
everyone followed Covid
guidelines during the leadup and
throughout the event.

Event
Delivery

EVENT SETUP
Insight PS spent two days setting up the main production set in the
Training Centre at MAN Truck & Bus UK head office in Swindon. With set
up complete, we ran a full day of rehearsals with Larson Walsh coaching
the key presenters on their presentation and delivery skills.
The virtual aspect of the event was recorded live from the MAN Truck &
Bus training school. There were initial concerns where the facilities had
several large windows, whether the ambient lighting would cause an issue.
However, with the right lighting and technology provided by Insight, there
was minimal impact to the streaming of the event.

OUR VERDICT
"I’m really privileged that I have worked on the MAN Truck & Bus UK account
since I started with Venues and Events International. Over the last four years, I
have built not only a compelling understanding of their business and
objectives, but a strong relationship with the team. This relationship has been
the foundation IN helping me take MAN Truck & Bus UK through a new
experience of delivering a virtual event. I’m delighted by the success of the
event with such positive feedback from the delegates who attended. There will
always be a need for in-person events with the additional engagement and
networking opportunities they provide, but I believe we have demonstrated
how successfully virtual and hybrid events can be as an alternative solution
when required."
Olivia Unsworth
- Senior Event Manager

"We have recently completed a virtual / hybrid live broadcast for our employees
and dealer network and as usual Venues and Events International delivered a
fantastic event and an amazing level of support, up to and including adherence
throughout of Covid guidelines to ensure attendees felt safe and comfortable
throughout. Their knowledge of the technology in this new virtual segment is
second to none and having their experience helped deliver a very successful
event. The team constantly display passion and dedication - they truly care and
invest themselves wholly from start to finish. Everyone was extremely satisfied
with the outcome."

Martin Pickering
- Interim Head of Marketing

Thank you!
If you'd like to know more,
get in touch...

info@vande.co.uk
venueseventsint.com
+44 (0)1793 792200

